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Activities & Resources

Run Time 13:11

Author  Kelly Oriard and Callie Christensen

Illustrator Theresa Thomson

Narrator Shannon Bex

Publisher Slumberkins

Ages 2–9

Genre Fiction

Text Structure Third person narrative

Themes & Ideas Feelings

Language & 
Literary Features

Rhyming stanzas

Sentence 
Complexity

Compound and complex sentences

Vocabulary billowing, confide, rumbling, cave, onward, 
pace, overwhelm, magical, mysterious, 
strolling, harmony, journey, grounded, 
creaked, protection, tasks, dread, seek, 
journey, deed, palm, doubt, weight on her 
shoulders, walls wept

Special 
Vocabulary

creatures, calm, mad, sad, worried, scared, 
brave

Illustrations Familiar Slumberkins’ characters illustrated 
in water colors help children understand 
feelings.

Story Summary
Follow Yeti on an emotional journey, as she meets 
her feelings and learns how to take care of them.

Lesson Focus
Feelings

Activity Ideas
Writing/Drawing 
Write a story about your Feels. Draw pictures of each 
of your Feels.

Match the Emotion
Find pictures of typical situations children find 
themselves in: standing alone while others play; 
playing with someone who won’t share; doing the 
mountain pose in yoga; etc. Have children identify 
the feels in the pictures. 

Draw and Label
Ask children to draw faces and label the people’s 
emotions.

Additional activities can be found in the following 
pages of this document.

Slumberkins: The Feels
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Book Chat
NAME

What is Slumberkins: The Feels about?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Describe the Feels Yeti meets on her journey?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Why do you think Alpaca encourages Yeti to climb the mountain?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

What are your Feels?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

How are your Feels alike and different from Yeti’s Feels?

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Yeti goes on an emotional journey on which she meets her feelings 
and learns how to manage them.

Discuss the story and write your 
answers together.

Slumberkins: The Feels
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Vooks Pause & Ponder
Pause at the indicated time 

stamps and discuss the story

1:16

1:44

2:29

4:30

3:17

5:36

7:07

8:45

12:44

3:44

In what ways might you like to be like Alpaca?

How did Alpaca learn to be calm? What do you think Yeti will do? 

Stand up and repeat the words of the affirmation while taking the pose. 

Who are some safe people with whom you can talk or confide?

How is Yeti feeling here? What clues did you use?

What are some things that you do when you are mad?

How do you handle being mad in a positive way?

What are some things that make you feel better when you are sad?

Stand up and repeat the words of the affirmation while taking the pose.

What does it mean that Yeti “checked in with her heart”?

After viewing the Book:

1. Do you think Yeti would have continued if the 
door hadn’t closed? Why or why not?

2. How do your Feels help you?

3. What are some strategies you use when you are 
feeling mad, sad, worried, or scared?

4. What are some ways you can be your own friend?    

Slumberkins: The Feels
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NAMEDrawing and Writing
What was one feeling that Yeti felt? Have you ever felt that feeling? 
Draw a picture of you and Yeti feeling the same feeling and write 
about it below.

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________ .
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NAME

Yeti experiences many different 
emotions. Use the word bank below 
to describe how Yeti is feeling in 
each picture.

Emotions

Word Bank

Calm
Mad
Sad
Worried
Scared
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Feelings Puppets

Instructions
1. Color and cut out the animal 

puppets.

2. Glue a popsicle stick to the 
back of Yeti and Alpaca 
template. 

3. Using the different emotion 
faces, create your own story 
of the Feels.

Materials
 ● Popsicle sticks (2)
 ● Scissors
 ● Glue 




